Valve Technician
Cost: $2500 for 5-week 200 hours
40/hr per week classroom / lab
40/hr nuclear plant access training

Valve technicians are essential in the construction and maintenance for nuclear and/or fossil fuel power industry as well as other industry opportunities.

As a skilled Valve Technician:

- Learn how to read valve blueprints, drawings and procedures.
- Learn the importance of using proper fasteners and how to properly torque fasteners.
- Understand the different valve types and applications.
- Learn the proper method for disassembly.
- Learn how to perform thorough inspections.
- Develop skills for machining valve components to ensure leak proof sealing.
- Develop skills to eliminate unwanted materials and debris in systems.
- Learn how to properly assemble valves.
- Learn how to properly pack stuffing boxes.
- Plus much more.

Advanced Welding and Cutting Center
Phone: 843-413-2720
Fax: 843-676-8530
E-mail: Ross.Gandy@fdtc.edu

POLICY ON NONDISCRIMINATION
Florence-Darlington Technical College does not discriminate in employment or admission on the basis of race, color, religion, national or ethnic origin, creed, marital status, veteran status, disability, sex, or age.

Be a Valve Technician and Earn the Big Bucks

Florence-Darlington Technical College
Advanced Welding and Cutting Center
P.O. Box 100548, Florence, SC 29502-0548
Thinking About Becoming A Valve Technician

DTC’s Valve Technician Program is designed to prepare students to go to work in the construction and maintenance industry in the nuclear and/or fossil fuel power industry as well as other industry opportunities.

Students will obtain the basic knowledge and skills necessary to disassemble, inspect, repair and assemble valve types essential for safe and reliable operation.

As a graduate of the Valve Technician program you will . . .

- Become knowledgeable of various valve types used throughout the industry.
- Understand the function of different valve types.
- Learn to use valve repair machines to minimize cost.
- Learn the different styles of packing and how to repack valves to maintain leak proof sealing.
- Obtain necessary skills and knowledge that is usually provided as on the job training.
- Be a more desirable worker.

Prerequisites:
- High School Diploma or GED
- Good Math Skills Required
- Work Keys Testing
- Mechanical Aptitude Test
- Drug Testing

Make the BIG bucks!!!

Be a Valve Repair Technician and earn $18 - $30 per hour + per diem

Tel: 843-413-2720